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Avionics Master Switches

5253BR RECTIFIER ASSY FROM M.P. JONES,. (407)848-8236. MOUNT DIRECTLY TO METAL ... It's easy to un- derstand why. Most John Q. Public pilots have ... 
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AVIONICS MASTER SWITCHES ESSENTIAL BUS



ESSENTIAL BUS ALTERNATE FEED (NORMALLY OPEN) NOTE1



5253BR RECTIFIER ASSY FROM M.P. JONES, (407)848-8236. MOUNT DIRECTLY TO METAL SURFACE OF METAL A/C. IF USED IN COMPOSITE A/C, MOUNT IN CENTER OF 25 SQ INCHES .050 OR THICKER ALUM. NOTE THAT (+) TERM IS ALWAYS ADJACENT TO CHAMFERED CORNER. CHECK OUT RADIO SHACK AND DIGI-KEY CATALOGS FOR SIMILAR ITEM. 25 AMPS OR MORE, 50 VOLTS OR MORE.



II NOTE1 ESSENTIAL BUS NORMAL FEED



c



MAIN POWER DISTRIBUTION BUS



NOTE: CHOSE NORMAL FEED BREAKER, ALTERNATE FEED BREAKER AND WIRE TO SUPPORT ANTICIPATED E-BUS LOADS. VALUES SHOWN ARE GOOD TO ABOUT 15 AMPS. IF YOUR BUS IS LOADED HEAVIER THAN 6-8 AMPS, YOU PROBABLY HAVE TOO MUCH STUFF ON IT!!! BUSSMANN JJS-70 FUSE COVERED W/ HEAT-SHRINK TUBING
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By Bob Nuckolls EAA 205021 The AeroElectric Connection 6936 Bainbridge Rd. Wichita, KS 67226-1008



Aviation has many traditions, some are time honored memorials to classic aircraft and people who designed and flew them. Others simply seem to have been around for awhile. Avionics master switches (AMS) are an excellent study in "traditions of dubious distinction." I recently participated in avionics master switch discussions in an aviation interest forum on a computer bulletin board. The popular argument for having an AMS was a premise that radios can be damaged by electrical system conditions d u r i n g engine cranking. There was an exchange of horror stories about pilots who suffered multi-kilobuck damage to radios for having failed to turn an AMS before starting the engine. The second most popular proponent's reasoning offered the convenience of controlling the entire stack of radios with a single switch. A side benefit of this argument was reduced wear and tear on individual radio power switches. A number of participants with upgraded "stacks" wished to add an AMS to their certified ship. This prompted more discussions about "approved" installations and searches for STC'd kits. Some kits brought to light cost hundreds of dollars! All-in-all, I don't think I was very persuasive in discussions on the bulletin board; old pilot's tales can have deep roots. Many have grown, become trees of common knowledge and are not taken lightly. It's easy to understand why. Most John Q. Public pilots have very little understanding of internal workings of airplanes. Further, many have invested large sums of money in their machines . . . a better-safe-than-sorry approach seems prudent. So, without regard to prevailing common knowledge, let us avoid rewriting any laws of physics and use good science to explore the avionics master switch phenomenon: Avionics masters appeared on GA aircraft shortly after transistors started showing up in radios during the 1960s. Power supply or audio amplifier transistors seemed to fail most often immediately after cranking an engine having left the radio ON. Many people believed that "spikes" from starter motors caused the failures. Placing vulnerable systems on a separate bus with a master disconnect was considered and the avionics master switch was born. In years since, avionics master disconnect systems are found on



Both are ways to deal with problems..



...one is clearly better.
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MOTORSPORTS



Rt. 2, Box 366 MacClenny, FL 32063



(904) 259-4427



COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED
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SPECIFICATIONS



WEIGHT



Approx. 350 Ibs.



HEIGHT WIDTH



72' 34'



DEPTH DEPTH OF THROAT



50" 44"



VERTICAL CLEARANCE OF JAWS



UPPER WHEEL FIVE LOWER WHEELS



30'



9' Dia. 3" Dia.



WHEELS



4340



NOW AVAILABLE



$2,495.00



ENGLISH WHEELKJI The kit includes: 1 upper wheel. 5 lower wheels, all axles & bearings, upper & lower yokes, jack tube &



shaft, kick wheel, S plans to build the frame. NOW AVAILABLE



JOHN GLOVER demonstrating



"ALUMINUM SHAPES" on VMS video John demonstrates metal shaping techniques that have never been published before. Some of these methods performed with many simple hand tools, in conjunction with the



$1.595.00



PARTS/COMPONENTS FOR ENGLISH WHEEL COMPLETE KIT



(All machined parts-you lumish frame)



$1,595.00



UPPER WHEEL



(3- x 9" BILLET)



UPPER YOKE LOWER ANVILS LOWER YOKE LOWER TUBE ASSY



(1/2" CRS steel-drilled for axle & set screw) (5) (3" diameter-4340 matenal-S140.00 each) (Brass slides, quick release, ADJ screws) (Sleeve 1/2" wall D.O.M. tubing, shaft 1-1/2" solid) (completely machined-with assembled kick wheel)



180.00



100.00 700.00 275.00 360.00



ENGLISH WHEEL



A complete new VHS video 1 hr. 58 mtn. long, believed to be the best on metal shaping techniques ever demonstrated.



S39.95 plus S3.95 S & H



6% sales tax for FL residents.
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nearly every certified aircraft. The feature probably did save some radios from an untimely visit to the shop but in 20/20 hindsight, the AMS created more problems than it fixed. As it t u r n s out, transistor failures were caused by LOW voltage, not "spikes." Damage occurred as bus voltage dropped below 10 volts during engine cranking; an old or badly maintained battery made it worse. One could also kill a radio by simply leaving a battery master and radios on when parking the airplane. As the battery skidded down the voltage slide, it might take a radio with it. Basic human frailties totally subverted the AMS at the outset; if a pilot was likely to leave individual radios ON after engine shutdown, what mechanism ensures that he will treat the AMS any differently? Further, an AMS is a single point of failure for every radio in the airplane. Much has happened since the AMS was born 30 years ago. Vulnerable designs using temperature and voltage sensitive germanium transistors have been replaced with very robust designs using high temperature, high voltage silicon transistors and integrated circuits. Voltage spikes (high voltage, short



duration, low energy aberrations) found on an airplane bus, are easily filtered by power conditioning built into all avionics products. I've designed dozens of products to be totally immune from any voltage aberration an aircraft bus can produce. Materials, techniques and specifications for design have been in place for over 20 years that make it a breeze to do and it's getting easier every day. If any aircraft accessory lacks this capability today, the manufacturer should be strung up by his thumbs and flogged with his own radio harness! Consider that many aircraft products use solid state electronics . . . do installation manuals for these products suggest that you provide "protection" by turning them OFF while starting? Check the installation m a n u a l for any radio. If it suggests installation of an AMS, call the manufacturer and ask why. The manuals in my files from King and Narco don't mention a need for an AMS. They do indicate their products have been tested to RTCA DO-160 or have been TSO'd. In either case, there is nothing your electrical system can do, short of severe over voltage, to hurt these radios. I did find a reference to avionics master switches in a
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Noise Environments.



Terra manual. I wrote them and received a nice call from one of their sales reps. He said that their products would be just fine without the AMS. The switch had been included for reasons of tradition; seemed like everyone was installing them. If not an AMS . . . then what? In February 1993 SPORT AVIATION I introduced the concept of an "essential bus." Almost an avionics bus but not quite. The essential bus and its associated wiring was intended to make the unthinkable event a very improbable one. The essential bus could carry all your solid state accessories; review the article and see if you really need or want to. Figure 1 shows a diode in series with the essential bus normal feed. A diode is a rugged, inexpensive, oneway switch that will ensure essential bus power any time the main bus is powered. During loss of battery contactor or alternator, the main bus can be powered down and a single switch or breaker closed to provide direct connection from battery to essential bus. An added bonus of using the diode isolator is that if the diode does fail, it is most likely to fail shorted; a failure that is pre-flight detectable. With respect to use of push-pull breakers as switches: a breaker manufacturer's representative attending one of my forums at Oshkosh objected, "These devices are rated for only 1,000 operations!" Okay, how many flight hours are you going to put on the airplane before you've put even a few hundred operations on the breaker? Further, if your system conforms to results of a satisfactory failure mode effects analysis (see SPORT AVIATION, June 1994), then you are EXPECTING the breaker to fail AND you've got a solid plan for dealing with it! The need for an avionics master switch quietly went away some years ago; it's demise will not be missed.
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Homebuilts are different from production planes, lots of power to weight! This means more noise. Sigtronics developed the best combination for High Noise Environments- the SPA-400N and the S-20. Dave Martin, Editor: Kitplanes, test flew this unique combination against five major competitors and rated it the best, hands down!



Sigtronics developed the best combination for the High Noise environment: the S-20 headset and the SPA-400N Vox intercom. Whether you use the headset as it is or let us build it into your helmet, this unbeatable combination will deliver Finally a Vox intercom that solves your problem!! >^_
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822 N DODSWORTH AVE., COVINA, CA 91724
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are available from the AeroElectric Connection, 6936 Bainbridge Rd., Wichita, KS 67226-1008. $42 USD buys all materials in print (13 chapters, lots of illustrations, 5 appendices, 200 + pages) plus one year's subscription to newsletters and the next issue of chapters on specific topics. Overseas subscribers add $20 USD for airmail postage. MasterCard and Visa are accepted. The author may be contacted directly at 316/685-8617 or Compuserve 72770,552. +
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Avionics Master Switches 

FACE OF METAL A/C. IF USED IN COMPOSITE A/C,. MOUNT ... TO SUPPORT ANTICIPATED E-BUS. LOADS. .... 275.00. LOWER TUBE ASSY (Sleeve 1/2" wall D.O.M. tubing, shaft 1-1/2" solid) 360.00 ... created more problems than it fixed.
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The Avionics Master 

latest, state-of-the-art GPS/nav/comm, or a new digital au- ... breaker or a relay system, either of which allow the pilot .... these components using a handheld.
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The Avionics Master - Size 

to connect or disconnect the avionics from the electrical ... curs when the electric motors in airplanes stop. A mo- tor is an .... to run the large gauge wires from the.
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INTELLAPATCH Switches 

concurrent users. â–« Assign 4 different privilege levels to users (Guest, Basic Operator,. Advanced Operator, Admin). IntellaPatch: Multiuser Access & Security ...
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Engines and Avionics.. - Size 

nents, a 40-hp electric motor/generator was mounted on the engine, and when .... Mistral Enginesâ€”A rotary engine is a novelty these days in aircraft, but Mistral.
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Switches - Codientu.org 

SS89A1. UGN3503U. 3503. SS94A-. UGS3501U. 3503. S546. A3187LUA. 3175, 512. Microswitch. (Honeywell) listed for reference only. TLE4945F. UGN3132U.
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Toogle switches 

Dead Man function. High reliability. Low overall. Conception. IEC/EN 60947 & 60077 & 60571. High resistance to vibrations & shocks. IEC/EN 61373, CEM IEC/EN 50121. Fire & smoke classification. NFF 16-101&102 and EN 45545. Driver pedals ...
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Avionics For Homebuilt Aircraft 

harnesses to elaborate enclosures and noise suppression ... During the Golden Age of Aviation, when .... If your resources are sufficient for new radios, I'd ...
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Agility and Lean for Avionics 

Apr 1, 2009 - Agile Software Development ... water pipe. Objectives & rigor on the development process. ... Agile & XP help for embedded and life-critical SW.
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ac toggle switches - DOCUMENTOP.COM 

NO. DE CATÃ�LOGO HBL182S20LEDH. Luz de trabajo de 20' (6 m) C/conector y 1 lÃ¡mpara LED. LÃºmenes por lÃ¡mpara: 1100. Volts de entrada: 120 VCA 60Hz 0.08 amperios 9,6 Watts. NÃºmero mÃ¡ximo de luces interconectadas: 25 luminarias por circuito total. 
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HANDLE FOR DiscONNEct switcHEs 

Coupez l'alimentation de cet appareil avant d'y travailler. • Utilisez toujours ... Modification de la poignée afin de pouvoir cadenasser en I et O. Modificación de la ...
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DoC B3 Switches 
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Automatic Transfer Switches - tadewanclik 

CSA, NFPA, IEEE, IBC and NEMA ICS 10. Together as a .... 6 power.cummins.com. > PowerCommand control. Microprocessor-based controls are developed.
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Optical Switches - BME-HIT 

intelligent, optical-electrical-optical (O-E-O) switches, or all-optical, optical- optical-optical ... In addition, recent economical challenges have highlighted the fact that the ... again. This is especially attractive to those carriers operating l
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Pressure Switches Series 33D 

Permissible residual ripple: 10% (within UB). Current consumption: 
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MASTER 

Ce mÃªme moie, Bour~liba, chef du parti nÃ©o-Destour, exposa Ã  Paris un prograrrill~ destinÃ© Ã .sel~ir de base Ã , un rÃ¨Glement franco-tun:sien. C8 programme.
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2ce limit switches 2016 
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ac toggle switches AWS 

HBL60CM84A, HBL60CM84WA et HBL6084. -Utilice 4 tornillos M para montar en cajas Hubbell (HBL60CM83A, HBL60CM83WA, HBL6083,. HBL60CM84A, HBL60CM84WA, HBL6084) de la serie FD. S Â¼ In. Thick. 6 mm d'Ã©paisseur. 6 mm Espesor. (V) Bonding Jumpers. Tresse
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Switches AC Vs DC 

MARION CHARLES PYLES. Edgewood, KY. MIGUEL MENDEZ-OJEDA. Estepone Malaga, Spain. ROBERT D. LAUGHLIN. Newcastle, CA. LARRY GONZALES.
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DoC CE Limit Switches 
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DoC CS20A Cam Switches 
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ce cs20a cam switches 
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